SafeSystems
With loads of experience

SafeSystems, always looking further to
improve safe operations
Shipping is perhaps the most international of all the world's great industries and one of
the most dangerous when we’re not improving all safety rules from time to time. The
development of the international regulations of the IMO have to be followed by all
shipping nations. In this way we can be safeguarding the maritime industry.
The improvement of safety in the maritime industry is the reason why Mr van de Ven
started Safesytems. Mr. Van de Ven is an exceptional programmer and has an
enormous experience in developing software for the maritime industry. He worked
together on huge assignments and started Safesystems, a young software company
focused on the marine and shipping industries.
Mr. van de Ven tells us more about the company, ‘We are set to create marine and
shipping software that is accurate, modern, user-friendly, fast and, of course, safe. We
do so by keeping up with the latest regulations by all classification societies, using the
latest Microsoft certified tools and by keeping our staff well trained. Our staff consists
of experts from the maritime industry and a highly skilled team of programmers eager
to supply you with custom software solutions’
Van de Ven, one of the directors of Safesystems, is a former employee of HMC from the
Netherlands, a company with more than 30 years of experience in the maritime
industry. He adds,‘Our close connection enables SafeSystems to serve you with an even
broader spectrum of projects and products in maritme engineering and maritime
education’
One of our recent developments allows us to present SafePlan, a new state of the art
loading computer. It’s main defining features are the accurate calculations, a modern,
responsive interface and highly customisable rule-sets to accommodate for the wide
range of ships. The interface shows you a 3d model of the vessel as a basis for the
calculation of your ship’s loading conditions, your stability and the longitudinal
strength.
Please contact our office for all custom made applications for your company or let us
give you a demonstration of our latest 3d loading computer.
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